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Abstract
Early childhood is characterized by vast changes in behaviors supported by the hippo-
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campus and an increased susceptibility of the hippocampus to environmental influences.
Thus, it is an important time to investigate the development of the hippocampus. Existing research suggests subregions of the hippocampus (i.e., head, body, tail) have dissociable functions and that the relations between subregions and cognitive abilities vary
across development. However, longitudinal research examining age-related changes in
subregions in humans, particularly during early childhood (i.e., 4–6 years), is limited.
Using a large sample of 184 healthy 4- to 8-year-old children, the present study is the
first to characterize developmental changes in hippocampal subregion volume from
early- to mid-childhood. Results reveal differential developmental trajectories in hippocampal head, body, and tail during this period. Specifically, head volume showed a quadratic pattern of change, and both body and tail showed linear increases, resulting in a
pattern of cubic change for total hippocampal volume. Further, main effects of sex on
hippocampal volume (males > females) and hemispheric differences in developmental
trajectories were observed. These findings provide an improved understanding of the
development of the hippocampus and have important implications for research investigating a range of cognitive abilities and behaviors.
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

et al., 2019; Luby et al., 2012; Rao et al., 2010). Moreover, research
suggests this plasticity is greatest during early childhood (see Totten-

The hippocampus plays a role in a range of cognitive and emotional

ham & Sheridan, 2010 for review). Although much research has been

processes that are important for survival and daily functioning (Olsen,

devoted to understanding behaviors and factors associated with the

Moses, Riggs, & Ryan, 2012), including episodic memory, (Milner, Cor-

hippocampus, research is still needed to characterize the typical devel-

kin, & Teuber, 1968; Squire & Wixted, 2011; Vargha-Khadem

opmental trajectory of this structure, particularly in early childhood,

et al., 1997), language processing (Duff & Brown-Schmidt, 2017), and

when vast changes are observed in the behaviors it supports and when

social and emotional processing (Immordino-Yang & Singh, 2013). This

the hippocampus is susceptible to environmental influences.

structure also shows heightened plasticity and susceptibility to environmental influences compared to other regions in the brain. For example,
the hippocampus has been shown to be impacted by the psychosocial
stress

associated

with

maltreatment

(Teicher,

Anderson,
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&

Polcari, 2012) and also by more typical variations in caregiving

Cross-sectional and longitudinal work investigating the structural

(Blankenship, Chad-Friedman, Riggins, & Dougherty, 2019; Humphreys

development of the hippocampus as a whole from early childhood
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(i.e., 4–6 years) into adulthood has yielded mixed results. Some studies

Unfortunately, only a limited number of studies have examined

report no change in total hippocampal volume after age 4 (e.g., Gogtay

the structural development of hippocampal subregions. Although

et al., 2006) or longitudinal decreases in volume (Tamnes et al., 2013).

direct comparisons of results are difficult due to differences in age

Other studies report increases in volume based on cross-sectional

range and methodology (i.e., segmentation of subregions and the

(DeMaster, Pathman, Lee, & Ghetti, 2014), and longitudinal (Østby,

adjustment of volumes to account for ICV), in general, results suggest

Tamnes, Fjell, & Walhovd, 2011) data. Still, findings from other studies

differential developmental trajectories of subregions in both cross-

suggest more complex trends. For example, in a cross-sectional study

sectional and longitudinal samples (Daugherty, Flinn, & Ofen, 2017;

examining 3- to 20-year-olds, results revealed a quadratic inverted

DeMaster et al., 2014; Fjell et al., 2019; Gogtay et al., 2006; Lee

U-shaped trajectory with age-related increases in volume observed

et al., 2020; Schlichting, Guarino, Schapiro, Turk-Browne, &

until adolescence followed by smaller volumes into adulthood

Preston, 2017). Overall, developmental studies have reported age-

(Brown & Jernigan, 2012). In a longitudinal study examining children

related variations in head and body volumes and minor age-related

and adults, ages 8 to 26 years, a cubic trajectory was reported, with

variations in volume of the tail (Daugherty et al., 2017; Lee

increases in volume from age 8 until late-childhood and early adoles-

et al., 2020; Riggins et al., 2018; Schlichting et al., 2017). Cross-

cence, followed by decelerating decreases in volume into later adoles-

sectional studies show mixed findings for age-related differences in

cence and adulthood (Tamnes, Bos, van de Kamp, Peters, &

the volume of head and body. Specifically, for hippocampal head vol-

Crone, 2018; also see Uematsu et al., 2012). It remains unclear what

ume cross-sectional studies report positive age-related associations

accounts for the heterogeneous nature of these findings, but it may

(DeMaster et al., 2014; Riggins et al., 2018), negative age-related

be due to variations in the age groups investigated, differences in the

associations (Schlichting et al., 2017), and no age-related associations

way intracranial volume (ICV) was controlled, or the investigation of

(Daugherty et al., 2017; Riggins, Geng, Blankenship, & Redcay, 2016).

the hippocampus as a unitary structure.

For hippocampal body volume, some studies report nonlinear agerelated associations, with smaller body volumes from childhood
through adolescence and larger volumes into adulthood (Daugherty
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et al., 2017; Schlichting et al., 2017). Other studies report no agerelated differences in body volume (Riggins et al., 2016, 2018). These

Although there are several ways to divide the hippocampus based on

mixed findings may be due to the variation in ages considered. In addi-

both animal and human research, one method often used in human

tion, they may be partially because certain studies include sex as a fac-

MRI research involves dividing the hippocampus along its longitudinal

tor, while other studies do not include it or simply include it as a

axis into subregions, including the head, body, and tail (e.g., Poppenk,

covariate. Studies that do take sex into account have reported larger

Evensmoen, Moscovitch, & Nadel, 2013). Subregions of the hippocam-

hippocampal head volumes in males (Riggins et al., 2018), a trend that

pus are thought to have differential functional relevance because of

has also been shown with total hippocampal volume in children

their structural and functional connections with different cortical and

(Tamnes et al., 2018).

subcortical brain regions (Amaral & Lavenex, 2007; Duvernoy, 2005;
Poppenk et al., 2013; Poppenk & Moscovitch, 2011; Small, 2002;
Strange, Witter, Lein, & Moser, 2014). Across development, both struc-
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Sex differences in the hippocampus

tural and functional connectivity between the hippocampus and cortical
regions vary with age (e.g., Blankenship, Redcay, Dougherty, &

Across development, sex effects are apparent in the hippocampus (for

Riggins, 2017; for review see Ghetti & Bunge, 2012; Geng, Redcay, &

review, see Kaczkurkin, Raznahan, & Satterthwaite, 2018). The few

Riggins, 2019; Wendelken et al., 2015) and relates to performance on

studies that report sex differences in hippocampal volume in children

episodic memory tasks (e.g., Geng et al., 2019; Ngo et al., 2017).

indicate larger volumes in males compared to females, even after

Structural development (i.e., volume) of hippocampal subregions is

accounting for differences in overall head size (e.g., Riggins

also thought to be meaningful to understanding behavior. Specifically,

et al., 2018; Tamnes et al., 2018). These effects may arise from either

volumes of subregions exhibit differential associations with measures of

differences in sex hormones or sex receptors (Giedd, Castellanos,

episodic memory in child (DeMaster et al., 2014; Riggins et al., 2018; Rig-

Rajapakse, Vaituzis, & Rapoport, 1997; Marrocco & McEwen, 2016),

gins, Blankenship, Mulligan, Rice, & Redcay, 2015) and adult samples

as well as neurotransmitters and other cellular mediators (McEwen,

(Poppenk & Moscovitch, 2011; Rajah, Kromas, Han, & Pruessner, 2010).

Nasca, & Gray, 2016). The influence of sex hormones during early

For example, when comparing relations between performance on an epi-

development has been proposed as particularly important to sex dif-

sodic memory task and hippocampal subregion volume in 8- to 11-year-

ferences observed in hippocampal volume in adults (Goldstein

old children and adults, better performance was associated with smaller

et al., 2001). Research in older children (10–12 years) has further

right hippocampal head and larger hippocampal body volume in adults,

documented sex-specific differences in hippocampal volume that

but larger left hippocampal tail volume in children (DeMaster

relate to levels of circulating sex hormones (Bramen et al., 2011;

et al., 2014). Consequently, examining the hippocampus as a whole

8–15 years, Neufang et al., 2009). An understanding of sex differ-

ignores the heterogeneity of this structure, and may mask important

ences earlier in development (prior to 8 years of age) is needed to

developmental change in specific subregions.

connect with this and other research examining changes in
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hippocampal development as children transition into puberty and

characterize patterns of hippocampal development along the anterior/

beyond. Furthermore, sex effects are important to investigate as they

posterior axis in early- to mid-childhood. In order to best characterize the

are thought to be associated with observed sex differences in age of

development of the hippocampus, developmental trajectories of hippo-

onset, prevalence, and symptomatology in many neurodevelopmental

campal subregions were examined bilaterally, by hemisphere, and by sex.

disorders (Giedd et al., 1997).

To draw connections to previous studies that examine developmental
changes in the hippocampus, the trajectory of total hippocampal volume
was also examined. Findings have the potential to inform not only
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research focused on brain development, but also research seeking to
understand development of cognitive processes related to the

While cross-sectional studies examining the development of the hippo-

hippocampus.

campus have enriched our understanding of this structure in childhood,
the use of longitudinal methods is underutilized, especially early in development. Longitudinal research can provide some clarity to the mixed

2
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results reported in cross-sectional studies assessing subregion development. Crucially, longitudinal samples are not impacted by between sub-
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Participants

ject variability to the same extent as cross-sectional samples and allow
researchers to ask questions about both intra- and inter-individual

The current study was part of a larger research project examining the

changes, which is at the heart of most developmental questions. The first

development of the brain in relation to memory during early- to mid-

longitudinal study examining hippocampal subregion development

childhood. Prior to data collection, all methods were approved by the Uni-

between 4- and 25-years reported decreases in anterior (i.e., head) hippo-

versity Institutional Review Board. Cross-sectional analyses examining

campal volume and increases in posterior (i.e., combination of body and

age-related differences in hippocampal subregions from the initial time-

tail) hippocampal volume (Gogtay et al., 2006). However, the number of

point are reported in Riggins et al. (2018). This report examines age-

young children (i.e., 4-year-olds) included in this sample was relatively

related changes in subregions over time using the longitudinal sample.

small given the wide age-range covered. In addition, body and tail

A total of 200 4- to 8-year-old children (100 females) participated in

volumes were not examined separately. A recent study examining the

the current study. A cohort-sequential (i.e., accelerated longitudinal)

development of hippocampal subregions in 7- to 15-year-olds, reported

design with three time-points was employed with cohorts overlapping at

peak hippocampal head volume at 8 years, followed by decreases in

age 6 in order to mimic a longer longitudinal trajectory (Duncan, Dun-

volume. Interestingly, these decreases were greatest the older the partici-

can, & Hops, 1996). Younger age groups were oversampled to ensure

pants were at study entry (e.g., children enrolled at 12 years of age

enough usable data would be available. See Figure 1 for the number of

showed greater decreases at subsequent visits compared to children who

scans provided and average age per time-point for each cohort.

were enrolled at 7 years of age; Lee et al., 2020). This study also demon-

In brief, of the 200 children that participated in the current study,

strated increases in hippocampal body volume through mid to-late child-

184 participants provided usable neuroimaging data at least at one time-

hood (i.e., 8–12 years) followed by decreases into adolescence, and no

point. The total number of scans across these individuals was 329. Specifi-

significant changes in tail volume. As such, additional longitudinal

cally, 102 participants provided neuroimaging data at one time-point, 19 at

research is needed during early childhood to fully grasp the development

two time-points, and 63 at three time-points. Seven participants did not

of hippocampal subregions.

provide usable data at time-point 1 but did at time-point 2 and/or timepoint 3. See Table 1 for further information about the number and age of
participants at each time point and the interval between each time point.
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Current study

The final sample of 184 participants (89 females) was approximately 57% Caucasian, 13% African American, 5% Asian, and 19% Mul-

Although extant research including young children is limited, studies sug-

tiracial from middle- to high-income households (median = >$105,000,

gest differential trajectories in subregions of the hippocampus. Character-

range = <$15,000–>$105,000). An additional 5% of parents did not dis-

izing developmental trajectories of hippocampal subregions is important

close their child's race and 4% did not disclose income. Eighty-nine

for providing an improved understanding of typical changes across devel-

percent of the sample had at least one parent who attended a 4-year

opment and how changes in this structure support cognitive develop-

college. Children were screened via caregiver self-report to ensure they

ment. To the best of our knowledge, no study has examined changes in

were not born premature (via gestational age), had normal or corrected-

hippocampal subregions during the period of early- to mid-childhood

to-normal vision, and had no diagnosis for any neurological conditions,

(although Gogtay et al., 2006 included few 4-year-olds in their larger age

developmental delays, or disabilities. Participants' general cognitive

range). Furthermore, few cross-sectional studies and no longitudinal stud-

ability was assessed at time-point 1 via age-appropriate standardized

ies in early childhood (i.e., 4–6 years) have examined effects of sex or

intelligence tests. The Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of

hemispheric differences in subregion development. Inclusion of these fac-

Intelligence-Fourth Edition (Wechsler, 2012) was administered to

tors may provide further clarity to mixed findings in the current literature.

4- and 5-year-olds and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-

The present study utilized a longitudinal sample of 4- to 8-year-olds to

Fourth Edition (Wechsler, 2003) was administered to 6-, 7-, and

4
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F I G U R E 1 Flowchart showing the number of participants and average age of participants providing data at each time-point by cohort. Note
that seven participants did not provide usable data at time-point 1 but did at time-point 2 and/or time-point 3

TABLE 1

Descriptive statistics for age of participants at each time-point and time between visits

Time-point

Age rangea

Agea M (SD)

N (females) participants

Time between scansa M (SD)

Range between scansa

1

4.02–8.97

6.34 (1.50)

177 (86)

—

—

2

5.04–8.05

6.35 (1.08)

76 (40)

1.04 (.09)

.96–1.40

3

6.02–9.55

7.37 (1.09)

76 (43)

.98 (.11)

.58–1.50

Note: N = number of participants. M = mean. SD = standard deviation.
Measured in years.

a

8-year-olds. Participants' scaled scores on the block design (M
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MRI analysis

(SD) = 11.58(2.96)) and vocabulary (M(SD) = 13.34(2.83)) subtests were
within the normative range. Informed consent was obtained from par-

Freesurfer (Version 5.1.0) was used for structural data analysis.

ents, and written assent was obtained from children older than 7 years.

Freesurfer is a standard automatic segmentation program that has
been shown to be appropriate for use in children as young as 4 years
of age (Ghosh et al., 2010). Preprocessing of structural T1-weighted

2.2
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images is automated using Freesurfer, and consists of skull stripping,
image registration, motion correction, smoothing, and subcortical seg-

Children first took part in a mock scan where they practiced lying still and

mentation, among other preprocessing steps. Images were aligned to

were given motion feedback by the experimenter. The mock scan also

the anterior–posterior commissure, which makes it possible to visually

enabled the children to get comfortable with the scanning environment.

inspect the hippocampal segmentations without the issues that are

Following the mock scan, children completed the actual scan. To further

induced by reorientation. Images were inspected for quality, and scans

mitigate effects of motion, padding was placed around children's heads

with significant banding were excluded from data analysis. Nine scans

during the scan. This minimized head movements. Participants were

were excluded at time-point 1, four scans were excluded at time-point

scanned in a Siemens 3.0 T scanner (MAGNETOM Trio Tim System, Sie-

2, and one scan was excluded at time-point 3.

mens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel coil. During the scan, children watched a movie of their choosing to further
enhance compliance. A high-resolution T1 magnetization-prepared rapid
gradient-echo sequence of 176 contiguous sagittal slices was used to col-

2.4 | Hippocampal subregion delineation and
extraction

lect data (4:26 min acquisition time, 0.9 mm isotropic voxel size;
1,900 ms TR; 2.32 ms TE; 900 ms inversion time; 9 flip angle;

The hippocampus was identified in the subcortical segmentation gen-

256 × 256 pixel matrix). To ensure high data quality, images were

erated by Freesurfer. Next, Automatic Segmentation Adapter Tool

checked immediately following the scan. If the quality of the image was

(ASAT, nitrc.org/projects/segadapter; Wang et al., 2011) was used to

deemed to be too low (as indicated by banding or a significantly blurred

refine hippocampal segmentations. Each hemisphere was visually

image), the scan was repeated.

inspected for accuracy and manual edits were conducted when

5
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necessary. Specifically, for minor errors (e.g., small deviation in bor-

2.6
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Statistical analyses

der), edits were only made if the error persisted for seven slices or
more. The majority of errors observed could be classified as these

Mixed effect models were used to investigate developmental trajecto-

minor errors. However, we did observe larger errors for a small num-

ries of hippocampal subregions during early- to mid-childhood. Statisti-

ber of subjects (i.e., large portion of the hippocampus was mis-

cal analyses were performed using the package nlme (Pinheiro

identified). When this occurred, we corrected the error by making

et al., 2019) in R 3.5.2 (https://www.r-project.org). Visualization of the

manual edits even if the error did not persist for seven slices. Manual

data was accomplished using the R package ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016).

edits were applied to 58 scans. Manual edits were completed by an

Mixed effect models can estimate within-individual change over

experienced reviewer (M. B.). Next, the hippocampus was divided into

time as well as between-individual differences in mean levels over time

subregions using anatomical landmarks. The last slice of the head was

and the predictors of these differences (Ghisletta & Lindenberger, 2004).

identified as the slice before the uncal apex was visible. All slices prior

Crucially, they allow for missing data (i.e., incomplete) and irregular inter-

to that slice were identified as the head (Weiss, DeWitt, Goff,

vals between measurements or number of measurements data

Ditman, & Heckers, 2005). The first slice of the tail was identified as

(i.e., unbalanced; Ghisletta & Lindenberger, 2004). Consequently, mixed-

the first slice were the fornix separates from the hippocampus and

effect modeling has been widely used (e.g., Vijayakumar, Mills,

becomes visible (Watson et al., 1992). The body was defined as all

Alexander-Bloch, Tamnes, & Whittle, 2018) and is well-suited to the pre-

slices between the head and the tail. Two independent coders deter-

sent study as it includes planned missingness, and subjects who did not

mined subregion slice boundaries. Coders were blind to participant

provide all data, either due to attrition or due to poor data quality.

age and sex. Reliability on a subset of 186 scans was high. There was

These models presuppose that in addition to a group level intercept

94.60% agreement within one slice and 99.99% agreement within

and slope that characterizes the growth function, each subject has an

two slices for identification of anatomical landmarks. Intraclass corre-

intercept and slope that may deviate from the group values (Ghisletta,

lation coefficients were between .897 and .985. The hippocampus

Renaud, Jacot, & Courvoisier, 2015). In mixed effect models, fixed effects

that was refined by ASAT was then segmented into head, body, and

are the estimated parameters in the model whose value is common to all

tail based on the slice boundaries and volumes were extracted using

individuals. The extent to which individuals deviate from these common

Freesurfer. ICV was also estimated and extracted using Freesurfer.

values is estimated by random effects that can vary across individual sub-

Analyses were first conducted on bilateral volumes, collapsed across

jects. The inclusion of a random effect of subject allows the model to

hemisphere, and then for left and right hemispheres separately.

account for effects at the individual level, and the correlation of the
repeated measurements over time (Burton, Gurrin, & Sly, 1998).
In the present study, mixed effect models were used to estimate

2.5
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Adjustment for ICV

the fixed effects of measured variables (e.g., age and sex) on hippocampal volume while including within-person variation as a random

Hippocampal volumes were adjusted for ICV to ensure that changes

effect. This approach focused on characterizing age-related changes

observed with age were not simply the result of changes in overall

in hippocampal subfields and main effects of sex; however, the effects

head size. The adjustment was done using an analysis of covariance

of sex on overall developmental growth were not examined. To iden-

approach (Raz et al., 2005). Age and sex were used to estimate ICV

tify growth functions that best characterized developmental trajecto-

values using the following formula (adjusted volume = raw volume

ries of the hippocampus and its subregions, formal model testing

− b × [ICV − predicted ICV], see Keresztes et al., 2017). Separate

procedures using likelihood ratio tests and fit indices were used (see

adjustments were performed for each wave of data collection. Results

Herting et al., 2018; Selmeczy, Fandakova, Grimm, Bunge, &

were examined with raw volumes first and then with adjusted vol-

Ghetti, 2018; Tamnes et al., 2018 for similar approaches). Models with

umes. Given the similarity between results for raw versus adjusted

lower Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) values were considered to

volumes, only the latter are reported.

better fit the data. Model comparisons were conducted to test

TABLE 2
BIC values for the unconditional means models and age models for ICV-adjusted total hippocampal volume and hippocampal
subregion volumes
Region

Random intercept

Age

Age2

Age3

Random slope

Sex main effect

Total HPC

5,014.44

4,947.27

4,943.94

4,942.40

4,953.99

4,940.50

Head

4,879.95

4,833.05

4,831.23

4,834.90

4,838.69

4,824.73

Body

4,684.95

4,686.13

4,691.68

4,695.99

4,692.99

4,691.15

Tail

4,434.70

4,432.30

4,437.33

4,441.55

4,437.00

4,442.42

Note: Bold highlights values significant at the p < .05 level to indicate the best model using likelihood ratio tests comparing models for each of the following
steps: (1) unconditional means and growth models, (2) best age model with random slope model, and (3) best model with sex effects. Italics indicate p < .10.
Abbreviations: BIC, Bayesian Information Criterion; HPC, hippocampus; ICV, intracranial volume.
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whether the inclusion of linear and higher order polynomial terms

changes in volume, the main effect of sex was significant. Specifically,

increased model fit over the previous lower-order models (e.g., a lin-

females showed smaller ICV-adjusted total hippocampal volumes

ear model compared to the null model). For hippocampal subregion

compared to males.

and total hippocampal volume, a null model (i.e., unconditional mean)
was first estimated with a random subject intercept and no effect of
age. Models with a linear age effect were then assessed, followed by

3.2

|

Hippocampal head development

a quadratic age effect, and finally a cubic age effect in order to compare possible patterns of change. Age was centered, and thus inter-

ICV-adjusted hippocampal head volumes showed nonlinear growth

cepts were estimated at the average age of the entire sample

during this period, as indicated by a negative quadratic effect of age

(6.55 years). For models in which there was a significant effect of age,

(Figure 2b, top panel). A log-likelihood ratio test comparing a qua-

we assessed whether inclusion of a random subject slope improved

dratic model with a random slope to a quadratic model without a

model fit. Finally, a main effect of sex was added to the best fitting

random slope indicated that the random model did not fit signifi-

age model and the model tested for improved fit.

cantly better (Table 3). In addition to the quadratic changes in

To ensure that cohort differences did not impact the estimation of
developmental trajectories, trajectory convergence was tested using the
method outlined by Miyazaki and Raudenbush (2000). Briefly, likelihood
ratio tests were conducted comparing models estimating separate mean
trajectories for each cohort to models with a common trajectory for each
cohort. Results of these comparisons support the assumption that the
cohorts followed the same developmental trajectory; therefore, only
models omitting cohort effects are reported. Estimation of the reported

TABLE 4
Model parameters for fixed effects in the best fitting
age model for ICV-adjusted bilateral hippocampal subregion volumes
including sex
b

SE

t

p

Intercept

6,615.20

61.41

107.73

.001

Age

185.22

28.34

6.54

< .001

Age2

−48.20

12.17

−3.96

< .001

3

−16.67

6.25

−2.67

.009

230.78

82.84

2.79

.006

Region
Total HPC

model parameters used restricted maximum likelihood (REML), while
model comparisons used maximum likelihood (ML).
Finally, analyses were reconducted including only those subjects
who provided longitudinal data (i.e., data at more than one time-point,

Age

n = 82). Results were similar to those reported in the full sample, with

Sex

one exception. Age-related changes in total and right hippocampal

Head

body volume were not observed. Given this difference, additional cau-

Intercept

3,164.64

50.33

62.88

< .001

tion should be taken when considering results examining the develop-

Age

85.87

14.69

5.84

< .001

ment of hippocampal body.

Age2

−17.14

6.41

−2.67

.008

Sex

248.06

69.97

3.55

.001

3

Body

RESULTS

|

See Table 2 for likelihood ratio tests, Table 3 for a summary of the model
comparisons, and Table 4 for a summary of final model parameters.

Intercept

2,435.00

33.61

72.46

< .001

Age

25.48

11.96

2.13

.035

Sex

−41.79

47.83

−0.87

.383

Tail

3.1

|

Total hippocampal development

Intercept

970.23

28.02

34.63

< .001

Age

21.97

7.94

2.77

.006

24.13

39.78

0.61

.545

Sex

The best fitting model for bilateral total hippocampal volume included
a cubic function (Figure 2a, top panel). In addition to the cubic

TABLE 3

3

Note: b values in mm . Bold indicates p &#60; .05.
Abbreviations: HPC, hippocampus; SE, standard error.

Likelihood ratio tests for best fitting age models and added sex effects for ICV-adjusted hippocampal volumes

Region

Age model

Test

L.Ratio

p

Sex model

L.Ratio

p

Total HPC

Cubic model

3v4

7.33

.007

Cubic + sex model

7.70

.006

Head

Quadratic model

2v3

7.62

.006

Quadratic + sex model

12.30

< .001

Body

Linear model

1v2

4.62

.032

Linear model

0.77

.380

Tail

Linear model

1v2

8.19

.004

Linear model

0.37

.544

Note: Test refers to the significant highest-order model compared to previous model tested (1 = null model, 2 = linear, 3 = quadratic, 4 = cubic) and its associated Likelihood Ratio (L.Ratio) and p-value (bold highlights p< .05, italics p < .10).
Abbreviations: HPC, hippocampus; ICV, intracranial volume.
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F I G U R E 2 Developmental changes in bilateral (top panel), left (middle panel), and right (bottom panel) (a) total hippocampus, (b) hippocampal
head, (c) hippocampal body, and (d) hippocampal tail intracranial volume (ICV)-adjusted volumes. Error bands represent 95% confidence intervals.
* denotes significant effect at p < .05 level, and denotes marginal effect at p < .10 level. Age3, Age2, and Age reflect the best fitting age model.
M > F denotes larger volumes in males compared to females. Individual male (blue) and female (pink) subjects are represented by individual lines
connecting dots, and subjects measured once are represented by single dots [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

volume, the main effect of sex was significant. Specifically, females

slope indicated that the random model did not fit significantly better

showed smaller ICV-adjusted hippocampal head volumes compared

(Table 3). The main effect of sex was not significant.

to males.

3.4
3.3

|

|

Hippocampal tail development

Hippocampal body development
ICV-adjusted hippocampal tail volumes showed slight, but significant,

ICV-adjusted hippocampal body volumes showed slight, but signifi-

growth during this period as indicated by a positive linear effect of

cant, growth during this period as indicated by a positive linear effect

age (Figure 2d, top panel). The best fitting model included a linear

of age (Figure 2c, top panel). A log-likelihood ratio test comparing a

effect of age with both a random subject intercept and slope

linear model with a random slope to a linear model without a random

(Table 3). The main effect of sex was not significant.
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TABLE 5
BIC values for the unconditional means models and age models by hemisphere for ICV-adjusted total hippocampal and
hippocampal subregion volumes
Random intercept

Age

Age2

Age3

Random slope

Sex main effect

Total HPC

4,657.31

4,605.56

4,604.32

4,604.28

4,615.71

4,606.56

Head

4,530.24

4,490.25

4,490.47

4,495.34

4,500.20

4,486.90

Body

4,349.14

4,352.71

4,358.00

4,362.27

4,361.98

4,352.76

Tail

4,085.07

4,086.24

4,092.03

4,095.87

4,093.31

4,091.74

Hemisphere/region
Left hemisphere

Right hemisphere
Total HPC

4,591.84

4,546.21

4,546.46

4,548.04

4,559.63

4,542.76

Head

4,463.24

4,438.08

4,439.64

4,442.86

4,447.14

4,433.18

Body

4,288.11

4,288.95

4,294.73

4,299.88

4,293.98

4,299.73

Tail

4,044.44

4,043.80

4,046.94

4,052.43

4,046.07

4,051.52

Note: Bold highlights p < .05 to indicate the best model in each hemisphere using likelihood ratio tests comparing models for each of the following steps:
(1) unconditional means and growth models, (2) best age model with random slope model, and (3) best model with sex effects.
Abbreviations: BIC, Bayesian Information Criterion; HPC, hippocampus; ICV, intracranial volume.

3.5

|

Effects of hemisphere

effect of sex (Figure 2b, bottom panel). Specifically, ICV-adjusted volumes were smaller in females compared to males.

As mentioned previously, some reports (e.g., Gogtay et al., 2006) have
examined left and right hemispheres separately and found hemispheric differences. Results of analyses assessing hemispheric differences are reported below. See Table 5 for a summary of the model

3.5.3 | Hemispheric differences in hippocampal
body volume

comparisons, and Table 6 for a summary of final hemisphere model
parameters.

Differences in the best fitting models for ICV-adjusted right and left
hippocampal body volume were observed. For left body, a null model
fit best, with no significant age-related developmental change and no

3.5.1 | Hemispheric differences in total
hippocampal volume

main effect of sex (Figure 2c, middle panel). For right body, the best
fitting model suggested developmental change that followed a positive linear function, with both a random subject intercept and slope,

Slight differences in the best fitting models for ICV-adjusted right and

and no significant main effect of sex (Figure 2c, bottom panel).

left total hippocampal volume were observed. For left hippocampus,
the best fitting model suggested developmental change that followed
a cubic function, with no significant main effect of sex (Figure 2a, middle panel). For right hippocampus, the best fitting model suggested

3.5.4 |
volume

Hemispheric differences in hippocampal tail

developmental change that followed a cubic function, with a significant main effect of sex (Figure 2a, bottom panel). Specifically, ICV-

The best fitting models for ICV-adjusted right and left hippocampal

adjusted volumes were smaller in females compared to males.

tail volume were similar. Volumetric change was best explained by a
positive linear function (Figure 2d, middle and bottom panel). Loglikelihood ratio tests comparing a linear model with a random slope to

3.5.2 | Hemispheric differences in hippocampal
head volume

a linear model without a random slope indicated that the random
model fit significantly better in right, but not left, hemisphere. There
was no significant main effect of sex.

Slight differences in the best fitting models for ICV-adjusted right and
left hippocampal head volume were observed. For left hippocampus,
the best fitting model suggested developmental change that followed

4

|

DI SCU SSION

a quadratic function, with a significant main effect of sex (Figure 2b,
middle panel). For right hippocampus, the best fitting model suggested

The present study provides a focused examination of longitudinal

developmental change that followed a quadratic function; however,

changes in hippocampal subregions during early- to mid-childhood.

the effect of age was marginal after accounting for a significant main

Our results provide a novel contribution to the existing literature by
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TABLE 6
Model parameters for fixed effects in the best fitting
age model, including sex, for ICV-adjusted hippocampal subregion
volumes
Hemisphere/region

b

SE

t

p

(c) sex differences when assessing hippocampal development. Specifically, the present study showed a cubic pattern of developmental
change in total bilateral hippocampal volume. However, nonlinear
developmental changes were observed in bilateral hippocampal head

Left hemisphere

volume and linear age-related increases were observed in bilateral

Total HPC

hippocampal body and tail volumes. Further, developmental trajectories differed by hemisphere for hippocampal head and body volume.

Intercept

3,339.66

34.56

96.64

< .001

Age

102.99

18.23

5.65

< .001

Age2

−28.05

8.02

−3.50

< .001

Age3

−9.77

4.11

−2.38

.019

Sex

84.94

45.43

1.87

.063

Intercept

1,617.60

27.29

59.28

< .001

(i.e., 7–10 years) compared to early childhood (i.e., 4–6 years; Riggins

Age

51.63

9.46

5.46

< .001

et al., 2018). Further, the current study indicates robust increases in

Age2

−9.85

4.36

−2.26

.026

hippocampal volume that occur prior to 8 years of age. This finding

Sex

114.44

37.14

3.08

.002

aligns with recent work showing greater hippocampal head volume in

Head

Finally, volumes were larger in males than in females in total hippocampus and hippocampal head.
Results from the current study align, to varying degrees, with previous work examining hippocampal development. For hippocampal
head, the current findings are consistent with cross-sectional work
showing greater hippocampal head volume in middle childhood

middle childhood (e.g., 8- to 11-year-olds, DeMaster et al., 2014;

Body
Intercept

1,223.97

19.15

63.93

< .001

8-years-old, Lee et al., 2020) followed by smaller volumes in adult-

Age

10.66

7.31

1.46

.147

hood. This is in contrast to research that has shown a decrease in hip-

Sex

−39.07

27.17

−1.44

.152

pocampal head volume between 4 and 25 years. These conflicting
findings are likely due to multiple factors, including differences in the

Tail
Intercept

470.26

15.91

29.55

< .001

Age

9.51

4.39

2.17

.032

Sex

12.17

22.77

0.53

.594

Right hemisphere

methodology used to delineate hippocampal subregions, the metric
used to assess volume, differences in age span assessed, and variations in delays between scans (Daugherty et al., 2017; Gogtay
et al., 2006; Schlichting et al., 2017).
Similar to previous work assessing hippocampal body volume

Total HPC

across a wider range of development that has identified greater vol-

Intercept

3,276.29

32.64

100.38

< .001

ume in adults compared to children in middle childhood (8–25 years,

Age

82.76

15.92

5.20

< .001

Daugherty et al., 2017; 6–11 years, Schlichting et al., 2017), the cur-

Age2

−20.58

6.90

−2.98

.003

rent study observed increases in bilateral hippocampal body volume.

Age3

−7.04

3.54

−1.99

.049

However, this finding was not robust, as it was not observed when

Sex

146.32

43.62

3.35

.001

analyses were restricted to the longitudinal sample. This difference
may be because of the reduced power to detect this effect in the lon-

Head

gitudinal subsample or may reflect that this effect is not present. Con-

Intercept

1,547.42

27.35

56.57

< .001

Age

35.84

8.20

4.37

< .001

Age2

−7.07

3.60

−1.96

.052

Sex

134.20

37.94

3.54

< .001

Intercept

1,212.87

18.29

66.31

< .001

Age

15.66

6.83

2.29

.023

childhood (4–8 years, Riggins et al., 2018) that showed no differences

Sex

−5.24

25.19

−0.21

.835

in hippocampal body volume between 4 and 8 years of age. This may

Intercept

500.24

14.49

34.52

< .001

Age

11.64

4.37

2.66

.009

The current study suggests that volume of the hippocampal tail

11.78

20.13

0.59

.559

increases during early- to mid-childhood. Previous studies across a

Body

sequently, age-related increases in body volume should be considered
with caution, and future work is needed to clarify the extent of developmental change in this hippocampal subregion. Nevertheless, agerelated increases in hippocampal body volume observed in the current
study differ from previous cross-sectional studies focused on early

Tail

childhood (e.g., 4–6 years, Riggins et al., 2016) and early- to mid-

be due to the larger sample size included here, or the decreased inter-

Sex
3

Note: b values in mm . Bold indicates p < .05. Italic indicates p < .10.
Abbreviations: HPC, hippocampus; ICV, intracranial volume; SE, standard error.

subject variation, a strength of the longitudinal approach, or both.

wider range of development often show little change or smaller hippocampal tail volumes later in development. However, as volumetric
increases in the current study were small, previous work spanning a

highlighting the importance of considering (a) the heterogeneous

greater range of development may have been unable to detect these

nature of the hippocampus during this period, as subregions show dif-

changes. Notably, Gogtay et al. (2006) examined hippocampal subre-

ferential developmental trajectories, (b) hemispheric differences, and

gion development longitudinally by considering body and tail together
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as the posterior region of the hippocampus and observed develop-

importance of examining differences not only in total hippocampus,

mental increases in volume between 4 and 25 years. Although the

but also in hippocampal subregions.

hippocampus was divided differently in the present study compared

Although the exact neurobiological processes underlying age-

to the study by Gogtay et al. (2006), both highlight the importance of

related changes and sex differences in hippocampal subregions are

considering the heterogeneity of hippocampal subregions. Further,

not known, it is likely that mechanisms driving these changes are mul-

results of the current study highlight the importance of considering

tifaceted. As suggested previously, sex-related differences may arise

the development of hippocampal body and tail separately, as consid-

from differences in either sex hormones or sex receptors (Giedd

ering them together may mask differential developmental trajectories

et al., 1997; Marrocco & McEwen, 2016). Age-related changes may be

during early- to- mid-childhood.

associated with structural maturation, such as synaptic growth and

The developmental patterns observed were largely similar across

pruning, dendritic arborization, and vascularization (Benes, 1998;

left and right hemispheres. Interestingly, when assessed separately by

Huttenlocher & Dabholkar, 1997; Lenroot & Giedd, 2006; Utsuno-

hemisphere, there were differences in developmental trajectories of

miya, Takano, Okazaki, & Mitsudome, 1999). In addition, postnatal

right hippocampal head and left hippocampal body volume. For hippo-

neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus may also con-

campal head, age-related volumetric increases were observed in the

tribute to volumetric changes, as animal models propose that, at least

right hemisphere, while age-related changes in left hemisphere were

until 5 years of age, immature granule cells accumulate and there are

no longer statistically significant after adding sex to the model. For

higher rates of dendritic development and synaptic formation

hippocampal body volume, age-related volumetric increases were

(Eckenhoff & Rakic, 1988; Josselyn & Frankland, 2012; Lavenex &

observed in the right hemisphere, and no significant age-related

Banta Lavenex, 2013; Seress, 2001).

changes were observed in left hemisphere. However, the finding of

Findings from the current study have implications for furthering

change in right hemisphere was not robust, as it was not observed

our understanding of the relation between cognitive processes, such

when analyses were restricted to the longitudinal sample. As noted

as episodic memory, and typical development of the hippocampus. As

above, this difference may be because of reduced power in the longi-

noted previously, cross-sectional research has found that performance

tudinal subsample or because the effect is not present. Previous

on episodic memory tasks differentially relates to hippocampal subre-

research comparing 8- to 11-year old children and adults has noted

gion volumes across development (DeMaster et al., 2014; see also

developmental differences in total hippocampal volume that vary by

Riggins et al., 2018). Relatedly, functional work examining age-related

hemisphere (DeMaster et al., 2014). Furthermore, research has identi-

differences in hippocampal activation showed that different subre-

fied hemispheric differences in the relation between activation of the

gions related to better performance in adults and older children

hippocampus and memory performance during mid- to late-childhood

(DeMaster & Ghetti, 2013; cf. Geng et al., 2019). This suggests that

(8–11 years, Ghetti, DeMaster, Yonelinas, & Bunge, 2010). It is possi-

certain cognitive abilities, such as episodic memory, may be supported

ble that such differences are due to differing developmental trajecto-

differentially by subregions of the hippocampus across development.

ries in right and left hemisphere that emerge during the

While the current study cannot provide evidence of whether the

developmental period of early- to-mid childhood.

observed volumetric changes have these functional implications, it is

The present results also illustrate the importance of exploring

likely that the differential developmental trajectories of subregions

sex-related differences in hippocampal subregion volume. Sex-related

along the longitudinal axis relate to functional specialization of the

volumetric differences were observed bilaterally in total hippocampus

hippocampus and its connections to cortical regions observed in

and hippocampal head. These differences were also observed laterally

adults (see Poppenk et al., 2013 for review).

in right total hippocampus, and both right and left hippocampal head,

These findings also provide an important step toward understand-

even after accounting for differences in head size due to age and sex.

ing both typical and atypical hippocampal development and pave the

Consistent with prior work (Riggins et al., 2018; Tamnes et al., 2018),

way for studies to investigate factors that may influence developmen-

ICV-adjusted volumes were greater in male compared to female par-

tal trajectories of hippocampal subregions. For example, research in

ticipants. Sex differences were not observed in hippocampal body,

rodents and humans shows that the hippocampus is disproportion-

nor hippocampal tail volumes. This suggests, at least in early- to mid-

ately impacted by variations in caregiving and early life stress due to

childhood, sex differences observed in total hippocampal volume are

its high density of stress hormone receptors (Conrad, 2008; Kim,

driven by sex differences in hippocampal head.

Pellman, & Kim, 2015). To expand, work examining the impact of care-

These findings contribute to the existing literature examining sex-

giving on hippocampal volume shows that supportive care may be

related differences in brain development (see Kaczkurkin et al., 2018

especially important for healthy hippocampal development during the

for review). The characterization of sex-related differences in typical

preschool years (e.g., 3–5 years; Luby, Belden, Harms, Tillman, &

hippocampal subregion development has the potential to inform sex-

Barch, 2016), as this form of positive care relates to greater increases

differences observed in atypical populations, for example, individuals

in hippocampal volume and mediates the negative impact of poverty

diagnosed with psychopathology later in development (Giedd

on hippocampal development (Luby et al., 2012; Luby et al., 2013).

et al., 1997). Further, as some studies examining sex differences in

Recent work further suggests these effects may vary across subre-

total hippocampal volume across the life span have yielded mixed

gions in early- to mid-childhood (i.e., Blankenship et al., 2019). An

results (Kaczkurkin et al., 2018), the present study highlights the

improved understanding of the typical developmental trajectories of
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hippocampal subregion development will allow future research to

for assistance with data collection. This research was supported by

identify whether trajectories are impacted by factors, such as stress or

the National Institutes of Health under grant HD079518 (awarded

disease, as indicated by accelerated or deviant trajectories.

to T.R.).

The present study has several important strengths, which have
allowed for a deeper understanding of hippocampal development.
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data and also the importance of future research focusing on factors
contributing to this variability.
The current study also has several limitations. Although we can
identify macrostructural volumetric changes in the hippocampus, we
still do not have a solid understanding of what microstructural
changes (e.g., synaptogenesis, neurogenesis) may be driving these volumetric changes. Further, it is unclear how the present results relate
to volumetric changes in functionally distinct hippocampal subfields.
The present study examined subregions rather than subfields as subregions can be identified with lower resolution scans, which are easier
to obtain in young children. Future work using higher resolution
images, which allow for more precise delineation of hippocampal subfields, should examine the extent to which volumetric changes in hippocampal subregion volume are influenced by the disproportional
distribution of specific subfields along the longitudinal axis (e.g., CA1
and CA3; Duvernoy, 2005). Separately, developmental trajectories
were not assessed by sex, due to the reduced power that would result
from splitting the larger sample. Prior research has shown that trajectories of structural development of the hippocampus vary by sex, specifically in relation to pubertal development (e.g., Tanner stage,
Goddings et al., 2014). Consequently, additional work is needed to
explore the possibility of heterogeneous trajectories that differ by sex
during early development. Additionally, the functional implications of
the current findings are unknown. Finally, the sample included in the
current study is not highly diverse in terms of socioeconomic status
(SES). In turn, future research should seek to replicate and extend
these findings in lower SES and more diverse samples.
The present study fills an important gap in the literature by characterizing the developmental trajectory of hippocampal subregions
from early- to mid- childhood using a longitudinal sample of children.
Findings of differential developmental trajectories of subregions
underscore the importance of considering the hippocampus as a heterogeneous structure. The current findings also lay the groundwork
for future work to assess associations with the development of
behavioral processes, such as episodic memory, and factors contributing to variability in the development of these subregions.
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